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An (n, k)-permutation design is a collection of k! permutations on n elements 
such that for any choice of k elements all k! permutations of these elements 
appear as subpermutations in the collection. For every n we construct an 
(n, n - 1)-permutation design. There is a rather unique (6,4)-design but no 
(5,3)- and (7,4)-design. Permutation designs and ordered triple systems are 
special cases of ordered designs. For all n $; 2 (mod 3) we have an ordered 
triple system containing no triples twice. 
1. INTR~DUOT~~N 
Is it possible to find six permutations on (1,2, 3,4} such that if one 
deletes any fixed number in all permutations the remaining permutations 
of three elements are all distinct? 
Let the first permutation be the identity 1234 (the permutation 
( 12 ... rl ala2 .** a, 1 
we denote simply by ala, ... a,). Now if the second permutation begins 
with 1 it must be 1432; in other cases some three numbers will have the 
same order as in 1234. On this way of trial we get three systems answering 
our question: 
1234 1234 1234 
2143 1432 1432 
3142 2413 2431 
3241 3214 3214 
4132 3412 3412 
423 1 4231 4213 
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The second system is derived from the first by ~~ter6~ang~~g numbers 1 
and 4, and the third system from the second by changing 1 and 3. Thus, 
all possible systems are isomorphic if we consider them as matrices and 
define an ~somorp~ism between such matrices to be a set of three (inde- 
pendent) permutations of rows, columns and symbols. (For latin squares, 
this is the adequate notion of isomorphy 121.) 
We can also say that the desired system is uniquely determined by the 
graph 
where the vertices are permutations, and two permutations are joined 
by a line-fat line-broken line, if one can be derived from the other by the 
transposition (13)-(24)-14). Namely, if a permutation is put on an arbitrary 
vertex then all permutations for the other vertices are determined by the 
lines. In this way we get the three systems above by putting 1234 on three 
essentially different vertices of that graph. 
As an illustration for our confi.guration, consider a 4-person game in 
whichthe players move by turns and the winning chance depends essentially 
of the order of beginnings 
To have a fair result we must play at least twice; once in order 1234 
and once 4321. This determines the best player but may fail to decide the 
second place. If 1 and 3 are on the first two places, player 2 may object 
that he never had the chance to begin before both I and 3. Our design is 
the plan for a better tournament in which under certain assumptions the 
best two players are determined on a fair way. 
Let n be an integer, e try to find an (~2, n -~~- l)-perm~ta~on design. 
‘That is, a set of (n - I)! ~erm~~~at~o~s on 1, 2,..“? rz such that if we delete 
any fixed nu~mbes in the whole set of the rem~~injrrg ~~errn~lta~iorls of n -- 1 
elements are all distinct. 
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f(a) = Cyli i . xi(a) and Di = (a ES, 1 f(a) = i (mod n)}. For IZ = 4, 
D, is the first system given above. For the proof of the theorem we need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let b = a, ... aianaicl ... a,-, be derivedfrom a = a,a, ..* a, 
by a sequence of transpositions of a, with its left neighbor. Then 
and 
f@> + 1 <f(b) <S(a) + (n - 1) for a,-, < a, 
f(a) - 1 2 f(b) b f(a) - (n - 1) for a,-, > a, . 
ProoJ: We use induction; for n = 2 the lemma is clear. Suppose we 
have proved it for n = k - 1 and want to show it for n = k. There are 
six possible cases: 
(1) a,-, < a,-, < uk . If a,-, and ak are interchanged f increases 
by k - 1. This increase is deleted if a, is put further to the left; in this 
case f will be determined by its value on the subpermutation ala2 ... ak+alc , 
where ak goes at least one place to the left. By induction hypothesis, 
this value lies between f(a) + 1 and f(a) + (k - 2). 
(2) aBuI < ak--2 < aK. If b is derived from a by interchanging 
a,-, and n, we have f(b) = f(a) + 1. If a, is put further to the left we must 
still add the change off on the subpermutation a, ... a,_,al, which lies 
between 1 and k - 2. 
(3) n,-, < al, < afipz . For the interchange of a,-, and ak we must 
add k - 1 to f(a). For further transpositions of aB with its left neighbor 
we must still add the change off on the subpermutation a, ... ak-2uk 
which lies between -(k - 2) and - 1. 
(4) at-z < a, < a,-, (see (3)). First we must subtract k - 1, then 
perhaps add a number between 1 and k - 2. 
(5) a, < arCp2 < akM1 (see (2)). First we must subtract 1, then still 
subtract a number between 1 and k - 2. 
(6) nK < akel < akmz (see (1)). First we must subtract (k - 1). 
This change is then deleted but we have the change off on the subpermu- 
tation which lies between -(k - 2) and - 1. 
COROLLARY. Let b = a, .+. ai.akai+l ..* ak-Iak+l **. a, be derived from 
a = a, *a* a, by a sequence of transpositions of aR with its left neighbor. 
Then 1 < If(a) -f(b)/ < k - 1. 
Proof. It follows from the lemma with M = k that the change of 
,f on the subpermutation a, ... ai +.. a,c-lak lies between 1 and k - 1 if 
a,-, < ak and lies between -(k - 1) and -1 if nkM1 > ak . To this change 
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we must add 16 iff u,< < aL+l < n,-, and we have to subtract k iff 
a,-, < ak+l < aIs . In all cases the corollary is true. 
Now we are able to prove the theorem. Suppose there are two permu.~ 
tations ff and b in Di := (a E S, 1 f(n) = i (mod M)) which coincide after 
deleting a certain number. If this number is aL in n and bi in b and i < k 
then b is obtained from a by a sequence of transpositions of a, with its 
left neighbor. We have k < n, hence the corollary contradicts the definition 
of Di. The theorem is proved. 
It should be remarked that the constructed (M, n ‘- 1)-permutation 
design is not the unique one for n i 4. In the case n = 5 we get a non- 
isomorphic design by deleting an arbitrary number in the (6,4)-design 
below. (In the designs of the theorem there are always six permutations 
beginning with the same number. This is not true in the other example.) 
3. OTHER PERMUTATION DESIGNS 
An (n, Ic)-permutation design is a collection of k! permutations on n 
elements such that for any choice of k elements all k! permutations of 
these elements appear as subpermutations in the collection. 
PROPOSITION. (a) For every n there is a (n, 2)-permutation design 
namely, 12 ... n, n(n - 1) *.. 21. 
(b) rf D is a (n, ~)~~e~rn~t~t~o~ design and r~ > m 3 t then we get 
a14 (m, t)~~e~~~~t~t~o~~ design by deleting j?om D n _ m Jixed numbers. 
(6) For I?. > 5 thcve is no (rz, 3)-permutation design. 
For the proof of (c) we need only consider n = 5. ilf there is a (5, 3)” 
design we can termite n~r~bers and rows such that the first of the six 
~errn~~~tio~~s is 51234 and the second begins with 5. This must be 543211, 
y (b) both. 1234 and 4321 must belong to a (4, 3)-design but this is not 
possible (see above). 
612345 
621543 
c 635142 
e 653241 
412563 
421365 
c 453162 
c 435261 
b 164325 
b 364152 
b 264513 
b 564231 
b 146523 
b 546132 
b 246315 
b 346251 
135624 
i’ 312454 
i’ 521634 
253614 
153426 
c 512436 
c 321456 
235416 
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Proof. Suppose there are two of our permutations and four numbers 
such that the subpermutations formed by these numbers coincide. First 
let us assume 6 and 4 are among the numbers; then the subpermutations 
have the form 46ab or 4a6b or 4ab6 or *.. or ab64. For each of these 12 
types of subpermutations only one of the above six blocks is possible. 
In one block, however, no subpermutation may occur twice. (The four 
columns with numbers I, 2, 3, and 5 form the multiplication table of 
Kleins group, and one column is separate.) Hence the four numbers may 
not include both 6 and 4. We may arrange our permutations in blocks with 
respect to 3 and 5 or to 1 and 2 as well as above to 6 and 4. Thus the four 
numbers may also not include both 3 and 5 or both 1 and 2. This is a 
contradiction. 
In the same way we prove that the following designs derived from the 
above configuration D are real (6, 4)-designs: 
D, derived from D by interchanging the second and third place in all 
permutations marked with b; 
D, derived from D by changing the second and third place in all 
permutations marked with c; 
D3 derived from D by changing the second and third place in all 
permutations marked with b or c; 
D, and D, are isomorphic; if the numbers 4 and 6 are fixed and the 
other numbers are changed by the cycle (1523) the set of permutations of 
D, is mapped onto the set of permutations of D, . 
THEOREM. (a) D, D, , D, are pairwise nonisomorphic. 
(b) Every (6,4)-design is isomorphic to D, D, , or D, . 
(c) There is no (7,4)-design. 
Proof of(a). All permutations of D are odd. By construction, in 
D1 and D, are 8 even and 16 odd permutations. Every transposition of 
columns or numbers makes even permutations odd and odd permutations 
even. Since every isomorphism is the product of such transpositions 
(together with a reordering of the permutations in the design) all permu- 
tations contained in a design isomorphic to D must have the same sign. 
Hence D is not isomorphic to D, or D, . Now if there is an isomorphism 
between D, and D, then by the above arguments it must transform the 
8 even permutations (of type b) in D, into the 8 even permutations (of 
type c) in D, . This is not possible because in the first set there are two 
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columns (second and third) which involve two numbers only, while in the 
second set there are no such columns. 
Prmf of (b) This is rather long and tedious and will only be sketched. 
In a (6,4))-design, there are four permutations beginning with the same 
number, say 6. Deleting this ~~rnber we get four permutations of 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5 in which no ordered triple occurs twice, and they belong to a (5,4)- 
design Let us look for such permutations. Without loss of generality, 
we have the followmg cases. 
(1) Two permutations begin with the same number: 12345, 15432. 
(2) The first permutation is 12345 and the second begins with 2. 
(2a) 21543, (2b) 25143, (26) 25413, (2d) 25431. 
(3) The second place is the same in all four permutations: 
12345, 32 . . . . 42 ..a, 52 . . . . 
In all cases, we try to form a (5,4)-design from the given permutations. 
This is done by writing down all permutations of 1,2,3,4, filling in the given 
numbers 5 (and, by trial, further ones) and marking those places where a 
5 must not stand. So, in case (l), it is clear that at 1234 and 1342 the number 
5 may only stand at the beginning, and the next permutations are marked 
as follows. 1113 2 41, / 114 2 31, 1211 3 41. ln the last permutation, number 5 
may not stand between 3 and 4 since the quadruple 1354 will already 
appear at the place 1324. Continuing this way we get .~. 213 114, 213 4111, 
12 4 3111 **. Here we must have 42315 because the quadruple 2315 must 
once appear in our design. In this way we get two (5,4)-designs containing 
both 12345 and 15432. But every permutation in these designs has with 
12345 or 15432 ordered triples in common. 
Case (Zd) ends with a similar result. In (2b) and (2~) we succeed in 
constructing three (5,4)-designs which contain a desired set of 4 permu- 
tations but are not extendable to (6, 4)-designs, as is easily seen. Only 
the (5,4)-designs constructed in (Za) are extendable, and they yield 
igns B, Q , D, ) a D, given above. Finally, case (3) 
~so~~or~~i~ with 
~~~~~f~~(c)~ Given a (7, ~)-des~~~~ we can assume there are four 
~~rrn~tat~(~~s ~eg~~~~~g with 7. leting 7 we get four ~~(~r~iutations of 
6 Whkh llaVe @iWiS cQnl*~oll and are c(~ntain~(~ 
esign. A short trial s 9 D, , and D, do not contain 
four such ~errn~tatio~~s. 
PROBLEW. (a) Is it possible to construct an (17, i? --- ~~-design for 
every n 3 6? 
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(b) Given t, what is the largest integer n for which an (n, t)-permu- 
tation design exists ? 
The last problem is similar to the question of determining the maximal 
number of constraints in an orthogonal array. Indeed, it is possible to 
explain the permutation designs as a modification of orthogonal arrays. 
But in the following we will consider permutation designs as special 
“ordered t-designs.” 
4. THE NOTION OF ORDERED DESIGN 
A t-design with parameters (v, k, t, h) is a collection B of k-subsets of 
A4 = (1, 2,..., v} such that every t-subset of M is contained in exactly h 
sets of B. 2-design and BIBD are the same. 
In this definition one can replace the term “subset” by “ordered subset”: 
An ordered design with parameters (v, k, t, p) is a collection D of ordered 
k-subsets of 1M such that every ordered t-subset of M is contained as a 
subset with induced order in exactly p elements of D. 
An (n, t)-permutation design is an ordered design of type (n, n, t, 1). 
Another example: The ordered triples 123 214 341 432 form an ordered 
design with parameters (4, 3,2, 1). Every ordered design of type (v, k, t, p) 
has of course an underlying t-design with parameters (a, k, t, EL. t!) but 
it contains some additional structure. (Remember that all t-designs are 
only BIBD’s with large index and some additional structure. This is a 
parallel.) For t = 2 this seems not to be so relevant; we do not know the 
answer to the following question. 
QUESTION. May the blocks of every BIBD with h = 2~ be ordered in 
such a way that we get an ordered design of index p? 
For t > 2 the answer is negative, at least for degenerate designs con- 
sisting only of copies of A4 (see Proposition (c) in section 3). On the other 
hand we have seen that the permutation designs are interesting con- 
figurations although the underlying t-design-structure is trivial. 
In [3, 41 the term “ordered design” means something else. Here the 
cyclic order is used. We do not agree with that notation since the “cyclic 
order” is no order in the usual sense. 
Ordered designs in our sense we found only in [3], which deals with 
ordered triple systems called “directed triple systems,” that is, a system of 
ordered triples on a finite set such that every ordered pair of elements is 
contained in exactly one triple of the system. Thus an ordered triple system 
is an ordered design of type (n, 3, 2, l), 
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5. ORDERED TRIPLE SYSTEMS 
Hung and ~e~ide~so~~n f3] have shown by an inductive construction 
that ordered triple systems exist for all II f 2 (mod 3). They raised the 
question whether for all such p2 there are ‘“pure” systems. That is, systems 
~~~tail3ing no triples twice with opposite order may be constructed. We 
shall construct such systems for all n f 2 (mod 3), n > 4, in a simple 
direct way. Our systems are modifications of the ordinary triple systems 
given in [5]. Systems for n = 4, 6, 7 are given above, in [3], and below, 
respectively: 123 214 471 351 167 615 732 426 562 275 574 453 376 634. 
CONSTRUCTION. The following are pure ordered triple systems for 
every positive integer 1. N denotes the basic set. All indices are taken 
module 2 + 1 and in the case n = 6t + 1 module 2t. 
n = 6t + 3. N = Go , x1 >..., xzt , yo , ~1 ,..., yzt , zo > ~1 ,..., zzt>. 
Xi YiZi xi Yi--v Yi+r yizi-rzi.(.r X&TXi+rZi 
zi+2 Yi-I-lxi z&&c&yx&.r Yi ,-l+rYi-l~l-&i zi-tz+At 2--rYi+1 
(i = 0, I)...) 2, Y = I,...) t) 
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To eliminate wvu we must still interchange the triples 
wvu YlXOU YlX2fJ xzwxo by YlVU YlX2XO x2wv wx,u. 
n = 6t + I (t 3 2). A’ = {xl ,..., x2t , yl ,..., y,, , q ,..., 5t , u}. 
xi YiZi xi Yt+& YiZ,+iU X&&U 
xi Yi-r Yi+,r Yi%rZi+r xi-rxi+vzi 
%+iYi-s+1 Yi+s Yt+i%s+1zi+s a-s+lXi+s~t+i 
=i+z Yi+& UY’l+i+& fw+i+zYi+1 UZi+aXt+i 
Yi+r+1 Yi-?+lXi Zi+~+2Zi-~+2Yi+l zi+2xi+&-, 
Yi+s+lYi--s+BXt+i Zi+s+2Zi-s+3Yt+i+l zt.ti+2xi+sxi--s+l 
(i = l)...) t, Y = l,,..) t - 1, s = I)...) t) 
In this system we introduce the following reordering. If x5 and xk 
appear in a triple of the upper part of the system they must stand in the 
natural order, in a triple of the lower part they must stand in the opposite 
order. Similarly for yj , y, and zj , zk . 
Since the proof for our construction is straightforward and tedious it 
is omitted here. 
An ordered triple system of order n may be interpreted as a decompo- 
sition of the symmetric-oriented complete graph with n vertices into copies 
of the graph with vertices a, b, c and arcs (ab), (be), (UC) (cf. Cl]). 
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